## England Athletics

### Clerk of Course Equipment Check List

**Pole Vault**
- [ ] Stands in good working order
- [ ] Safe landing area
- [ ] Bars x 2
- [ ] Firm, clean box
- [ ] Runway markers
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Time clock and windsock
- [ ] Measuring device
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags
- [ ] Stadium vaulting poles if available
- [ ] Vaulting pole rack

**Long Jump**
- [ ] Well dug pit
- [ ] Firm take off board
- [ ] No jump indicator(s)
- [ ] Roller or trowel
- [ ] Rakes and brushes
- [ ] Measuring tape and spike
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Time clock and windsock
- [ ] Runway markers
- [ ] Wind gauge
- [ ] Water and can
- [ ] Distance markers (side of pit)
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags

**Shot**
- [ ] Check circle and extension lines
- [ ] Stop board
- [ ] Sector angle, lines and flags
- [ ] Safety ropes
- [ ] Brush and mat
- [ ] Measuring tape and spike
- [ ] Absorbent cloths
- [ ] Correct weight shot
- [ ] Implement stand
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags
- [ ] Time clock
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Warning horn

**Discus**
- [ ] Check circle and extension lines
- [ ] Sector angle, lines and flags
- [ ] Safety cage and sector ropes
- [ ] Distance markers
- [ ] Brush and mat
- [ ] 100m measuring tape and spike
- [ ] Correct weight discus
- [ ] Implement stand
- [ ] Absorbent cloths
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags
- [ ] Time clock
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Warning horn

**High Jump**
- [ ] Stands in good working order
- [ ] Safe landing area
- [ ] Bars x 2
- [ ] Run up markers or coloured tape
- [ ] Brush or squeegee
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Time clock and windsock
- [ ] Measuring device
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags
- [ ] Steps or chair

**Triple Jump**
- [ ] Well dug pit
- [ ] Firm take off board
- [ ] No jump indicator(s)
- [ ] Roller or trowel
- [ ] Rakes and brushes
- [ ] Measuring tape and spike
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Time clock and windsock
- [ ] Runway markers
- [ ] Wind gauge
- [ ] Water and can
- [ ] Distance markers (side of pit)
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags

**Hammer**
- [ ] Check circle and extension lines
- [ ] Sector angle, lines and flags
- [ ] Safety sector, cage, gates
- [ ] Distance markers
- [ ] Brush and mat
- [ ] Measuring tape and spike
- [ ] Absorbent cloths
- [ ] Correct weight shot
- [ ] Implement stand
- [ ] Red, white and yellow flags
- [ ] Time clock
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Warning horn
- [ ] Ladder

**Javelin**
- [ ] Check runway and extension lines
- [ ] Arc and 8m centre
- [ ] Safety ropes
- [ ] Sector angle, lines and flags
- [ ] Distance markers
- [ ] Correct weight javelin
- [ ] Implement stand
- [ ] Absorbent cloths
- [ ] 100m measuring tape and spike
- [ ] Time clock
- [ ] Scoreboard
- [ ] Warning horn
- [ ] Red and white (x 2) & yellow flags
- [ ] Runway markers

**Calcium carbonate powder**
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